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Survey Measurement Features of Self-Rated Health
The Effects of Features of Survey Measurement on Self-Rated Health:
Response Option Order and Scale Orientation
Abstract
Self-rated health (SRH) is widely used to study health across a range of disciplines. However,
relatively little research examines how features of its measurement in surveys influence respondents’
answers and the overall quality of the resulting measurement. Manipulations of response option order
and scale orientation are particularly relevant to assess for SRH given the increasing prominence of
web-based survey data collection and since these factors are often outside of the control of the
researcher who is analyzing data collected by other investigators.
We examine how the interplay of two features of SRH influence respondents’ answers in a 2by-3 factorial experiment that varies (1) the order in which the response options are presented
(“excellent” to “poor” or “poor” to “excellent”) and (2) the orientation of the response option scale
(vertical, horizontal, or banked). The experiment was conducted online using workers from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (N=2,945). We find no main effects of response scale orientation and no interaction
between response option order and scale orientation. However, we find main effects of response
option order: mean SRH and the proportion in “excellent” or “very good” health are higher (better)
and the proportion in “fair” or “poor” health lower when the response options are ordered from
“excellent” to “poor” compared to “poor” to “excellent.” We also see heterogeneous treatment effects
of response option ordering across respondents’ characteristics associated with ability. Overall, the
implications for the validity and cross-survey comparability of SRH are likely considerable for
response option ordering and minimal for scale orientation.

Keywords
self-rated health; questionnaire design; response option order; scale orientation; web survey; Amazon
Mechanical Turk
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1. Introduction
Self-rated health (SRH)—e.g., “would you say your health in general is excellent, very good,
good, fair, or poor?”—is the most widely used measure of health and quality of life in medical, social,
and behavioral science research using survey data (Garbarski 2016). In studies with limited resources
to measure quality of life, SRH is often the only or one of a few measures of health. In addition to its
use in academic research, SRH is also used as summary indicator to monitor the health of populations
(OECD 2015) and patients in clinical settings (Mavaddat et al. 2014). The popularity of SRH stems in
part from its association with multiple domains of health and subsequent mortality (Idler and
Benyamini 1997; Jylhä 2009; DeSalvo et al. 2006).
Given the ubiquity and utility of SRH for research on quality of life, researchers are
increasingly interested in how features of survey measurement — in particular, characteristics of
survey questions — influence respondents’ answers, as these features vary across surveys in ways that
are frequently not controlled, not adequately described, and not well understood (Garbarski, Schaeffer,
and Dykema 2015, 2016; Garbarski 2016; Schaeffer and Dykema 2011). In other words, if the
features of survey measurement influence respondents’ answers to the survey questions used to
measure aspects of the quality of life, such as SRH, this calls into question the cross-survey
comparability of such measures and whether these measures validly describe the overall distribution of
quality of life and its association with relevant covariates. This study examines the interplay of two
question characteristics and their influence on SRH—(1) the order in which the response options are
presented (starting with the positive or negative end of the scale) and (2) the orientation of the response
option scale (vertical, horizontal, or banked)—in a 2-by-3 factorial experiment conducted online using
workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (N=2,945).
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2. Background
Respondents infer meaning from the visual presentation of survey questions in selfadministered questionnaires. Survey methodological research on visual design shows that respondents
appear to use and respond to visual language or heuristics in ways that influence the distribution of
answers to a question and the question’s association with covariates (Friedman and Friedman 1994;
Christian and Dillman 2004; Tourangeau, Couper, and Conrad 2004, 2007, 2013; Schwarz 1996;
Smyth et al. 2006; Stern, Dillman, and Smyth 2007; Dillman, Smyth, and Christian 2014; Toepoel,
Das, van Soest 2009).
Response option order
SRH asks for an evaluation or judgment about one’s health using a set of ordered response
options, henceforth called a rating scale. Research on the effects of the order of response options with
rating scale questions indicates that options near the beginning of the scale, particularly the first
response option respondents perceive as acceptable, are more likely to be chosen (Carp 1974; Chan
1991; Krosnick 1991, 1999; Toepoel, Das, and van Soest 2009; Yan and Keusch 2015; see also Yan
and Keusch [2015] for summary of mixed evidence of effects of response option order in rating
scales). Some researchers suggest beginning with the least desirable response option to increase the
likelihood that respondents consider a range of response options (Sudman and Bradburn 1982;
Bradburn, Sudman, and Wansink 2004). The least desirable options for SRH are probably those that
indicate worse health; however, surveys typically begin with the most positive category regardless of
mode.
Empirical evidence on how the order of SRH response options influences the distribution of
SRH and its association with covariates is sparse. Garbarski, Schaeffer, and Dykema (2015, 2016)
found in web survey experiments that ordering the SRH response options from “poor” to “excellent”
reduces the tendency for respondents’ answers to cluster toward the positive end of the scale when
5
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positive response options are offered first. Means and colleagues (1989) provided evidence that
concurrent validity is better—the association between SRH answers and medical plan visits is
significant—when the response options are ordered from negative to positive, although replication is
needed with other criteria and larger samples.
Hypothesis 1: The distribution of SRH answers varies with the order of SRH response options.
In particular, we expect that mean SRH and proportion in “excellent” or “very good” health are higher
(better) and proportion in “fair” or “poor” health lower when the response options are listed starting
with positive end of the scale (“excellent” to “poor”) compared to the negative end of the scale (“poor”
to “excellent”).
At least two theories might account for the presence of response option order effects. The
theory of satisficing notes that answering questions requires cognitive effort, and some respondents
satisfice by adopting various strategies to avoid expending the effort to provide optimal answers
(Krosnick 1991). Thus, response option order effects are shifts in the distribution of answers that
result from respondents selecting the first answer that is reasonably sufficient to answer the question.
Furthermore, Krosnick (1991) suggests that respondents with lower ability to perform the task (such as
respondents at older ages or with less education) are more likely to satisfice, with the result that the
effects of response option order are stronger for those with lower ability. However, empirical evidence
is inconclusive about whether the effects of response option order in rating scales are the same across
factors associated with ability (e.g., age and education) (Carp 1974; Mingay and Greenwell 1989;
Krosnick et al 1996; Krosnick 1999; Toepoel et al 2009; Yan and Keusch 2015). In contrast to
satisficing, the anchoring and adjustment heuristic (Tversky and Kahneman 1974) suggests that
respondents anchor onto the initial value presented and then adjust their assessment until an adequate
answer is reached; the order effect is produced because moderators (such as uncertainty about or
interest in the topic) bias the adjustment toward the initial value (Yan and Keusch 2015). We are not
6
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able to examine whether response option order effects are consistent with anchoring and adjustment in
this study, although we can examine whether the results are consistent with satisficing.
Hypothesis 2: The response option order effect is stronger for those with lower ability to
complete the task: respondents at older ages, with lower levels of education, and lower English
language facility (proxied by growing up in a non-English speaking household).
Scale orientation
Researchers posit that respondents use visual heuristics to infer meaning from survey questions
outside of the verbal language in the survey questions. These visual heuristics include notions such as
left and top are first, up means good, middle is typical, near means related, and like means close, and
have been examined with respect to questions, response options, or both (Dillman et al. 2014;
Tourangeau et al. 2004, 2007, 2013). Much of the extant research on response scale orientation
compares the vertical presentation of response options (each response option shown in its own row) to
response options that are listed across multiple columns or rows (banked response options). However,
a horizontal presentation is likely an important manipulation to consider for ordinal response scales
such as SRH, as it invites respondents to perceive the response options as a continuum that mirrors the
way in which written language is communicated (e.g., reading left to right in English). In one study
using the same response options commonly used for SRH (i.e., excellent, very good, good, fair, or
poor), Toepoel and colleagues (2009) found that the distribution of answers to questions about quality
of education and quality of life differed when the response options were presented vertically (starting
with “excellent” on top) compared to horizontally (with “excellent” on the left) in a web survey. In
particular, respondents were more likely to endorse the response option “fair” when the response
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options were presented horizontally (with “fair” closer to the right) compared to vertically (with “fair”
closer to the bottom). 1
0F

In addition, the distribution of answers varies when comparing a vertical presentation to
multiple columns or rows of response options; responses are more likely to be clustered at the
beginning of the scale with the vertical compared to banked presentation (Smyth 2014, Toepoel et al.
2009). These authors suggest that banked response options are harder to process because the scale is
visually interrupted (as opposed to one vertical or horizontal continuum), increasing variation in how
respondents might read the response options (Smyth 2014; Toepoel et al. 2009) (see also Figure 1 for
an example). We thus include multiple columns as a manipulation of interest that likely complicates
processing of the response option scale to compare with each of the vertical and horizontal
presentations.
Hypothesis 3: The distribution of SRH answers varies across the orientation of the response
option scale. In particular, responses are clustered toward the beginning of the scale when the response
options are presented vertically compared to 1) horizontally and 2) in multiple columns.
Little theory exists that informs how visual design may impact answers to survey questions
differently across different characteristics of respondents, although the need to examine whether this is
the case is recognized (Tourangeau et al. 2004; Stern et al. 2007; Toepoel et al. 2009). However, if
satisficing is the underlying mechanism producing scale orientation effects, we expect that:
Hypothesis 4: Response scale orientation effects are stronger for those with lower ability to
complete the task.
Interplay of features of survey measurement

1

It is interesting to note that this finding was opposite to the direction hypothesized. Toepoel and
colleagues (2009) hypothesized that responses would be shifted to the left side of the scale (which was
the positive side of the scale) given that more hand/eye movement is needed to select the options on
the right side of the scale in the horizontal format.
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The interplay of these features of survey measurement—response option order and scale
orientation—is particularly important for the measurement of SRH in self-administered questionnaires,
as considering both simultaneously may lead to expectations that conflict with those derived from
consideration of one feature in isolation. For example, in a context in which language is read left to
right and top to bottom, respondents might expect ordered response options to go from low to high,
comparable to a number line with the lowest number on the left and increase to the highest number on
the right (Bradburn et al. 2004). Given that “health” is a positive concept, this would suggest ordering
the response options from low health to high health, that is, negative to positive. The placement of the
positive end is less intuitive when categories are presented vertically. The logic of the number line
follows here as well, starting with the lowest category of health on top and moving to the highest
category of health on the bottom; however, beginning with the most negative category might conflict
with the “up means good” heuristic if respondents interpret the top items in a vertical list to be “good”
or most desirable (Tourangeau et al. 2013) (although “up means good” has been assessed with respect
to items, not for the presentation of response options). Previous research stops short of examining how
response option order and orientation might interact directly—the study by Toepoel and colleagues
(2009) noted above compared vertical and horizontal orientation with response options ordered from
“excellent” to “poor,” but did not examine the order “poor” to “excellent” by scale orientation; and the
study did not examine SRH. Although we do not have prior research to indicate how order and
orientation will combine to influence the distribution of answers, we can derive a hypothesis from the
main effects predicted in Hypotheses 1 and 3:
Hypothesis 5: The effects of response option order on the distribution of SRH answers will
vary by scale orientation. In particular, the responses will be clustered toward the positive end of the
scale when the response options are ordered positive to negative and the presentation is vertical
compared to other combinations of order and orientation.
9
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Hypothesis 6: The interaction between response option order and scale orientation will be
stronger for those with lower ability to complete the task.
Current study
Overall, there has been limited research on how response option order and scale orientation
independently affect the distribution of SRH and its association with covariates. Beyond these main
effects, it is unclear how response option order and scale orientation work together to predict SRH: the
meaning based on “verbal language” (response option order) may depend on “visual language” (scale
orientation) and vice versa. We examine how these two features of SRH influence respondents’
answers in a 2-by-3 factorial experiment in a web survey in which we vary (1) the order in which the
response options are presented (“excellent” to “poor” or “poor” to “excellent”) and (2) the orientation
of the response option scale (vertical, horizontal, or banked). We further examine how the effects of
response option order and scale orientation are associated with three covariates that are associated with
ability: age, education, and, given that the survey was conducted in English, growing up in a nonEnglish speaking household, which might proxy facility with English language.
3. Methods
3.1. Data
The survey was conducted online between April 15 and June 6, 2015 using workers from
Amazon Mechanical Turk (N=2,945), a crowdsourcing method allowing researchers to find
respondents who complete surveys and other “human intelligence tasks” (HITs). MTurk workers
register to complete tasks through the MTurk interface in exchange for small amounts of money. They
must be 18 years old or older and have a US Social Security Number to register.
The HIT announcement noted that the purpose of the study was to improve survey questions,
and that respondents would be asked about their health and other demographic characteristics. After
reading the announcement, workers were given the option to choose to participate in the survey. Those
10
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who choose "yes" were redirected to a Turkitron page (www.turkitron.com) that asked them to input
their MTurk ID to prevent repeat respondents. Those whose had not previously completed the
questionnaire were redirected to the Snap survey interface (www.snapsurveys.com), which hosted the
survey. At the end of the survey, respondents were given a number to enter into the HIT page for
remuneration. Respondents received 12 cents for completing the task. This amount was determined
by estimating that the task would take one minute to complete (12 questions*5 seconds per question)
and paying at the rate of the federal minimum wage in the US ($7.25 per hour).
3.2. Experimental Design and Measures
We implemented a 2 x 3 between-participants factorial design, resulting in six treatment
groups. The first factor is response option ordering, with the response options listed positive to
negative (“excellent” to “poor”) or negative to positive (“poor” to “excellent”). The second factor is
response option scale orientation, with the response options listed vertically, horizontally, or banked in
columns. Screenshots of the six experimental treatments are shown in Figure 1. Mturk and Snap do
not provide paradata to allow us to ascertain whether the respondent completed the questionnaire on a
mobile device or computer.
Respondents were also asked to provide demographic information about themselves: gender,
ethnicity, race, level of education, age, whether they live in the US, the primary language spoken in
their household when they were young, number of people in their current household, marital status,
and employment status. Table 1 shows the distribution of these characteristics among respondents in
the study. Finally, respondents were asked the same version of SRH a second time to evaluate the
reliability of their answer; less than 3% of respondents changed their answer.
The Snap survey platform provides a measure of response time for the entire survey, which we
used as an indicator of the amount of time respondents took to process the questions and thus as an
indicator of task difficulty (Yan and Tourangeau 2008) in order to examine whether differences exist
11
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across experimental factors and treatments. Although we were not able to obtain response times for
just SRH, the length of the survey does not vary across experimental treatments for reasons other than
the differences in SRH. On average, it took our respondents 2.1 minutes to complete the survey (s.d.
2.37, range .52-72.48 minutes). We recoded the bottom and top 1% to the first and 99th percentile
values, respectively (see Yan and Tourangeau, 2007), in order to adjust for outliers at either end of the
scale; after adjusting, the mean was 2.02 (s.d. 1.51, range .72-10.3 minutes). We use a log transformed
version of the recoded response time for analysis given the skewed distribution of response times (Yan
and Tourangeau, 2007).
3.3. Analytic strategy
The analytic strategies for this study include chi-square tests for differences in distributions of
SRH, t-tests for differences in mean SRH, and z-tests for differences in proportion of “excellent” or
“very good” (vs. “good,” “fair,” or “poor”) health and “fair” or “poor” (vs. “excellent,” “very good,” or
“good”) health across experimental factors and treatments. OLS regression was used to examine
whether the experimental factors predicted response time for the entire survey. Regression analysis
(OLS and logistic) was used to examine interactions between experimental factors and the covariates
associated with respondents’ ability to perform the task: age, education, and language spoken in
childhood household.
4. Results
Table 2 shows the distribution of SRH, mean SRH (from “poor” = 1 to “excellent” = 5),
proportion in “excellent” or “very good” health, and proportion in “fair” or “poor” health across the
experimental factors (top portion) and treatments (bottom portion). We examine both mean SRH and
proportions of respondents since both operationalizations are used in studies of SRH (Garbarski,
Schaffer, and Dykema 2015). We focus on proportions reporting “excellent” or “very good” health
compared to all other categories to examine the positive end of the distribution and proportions
12
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reporting “fair” or “poor” health compared to all other categories to examine the negative end of the
distribution. Starting with the top panel, the distribution of SRH, mean SRH, the proportion of
respondents in “excellent” or “very good” health, and the proportion of respondents in “fair” or “poor”
health each vary across response option order (chi-square, t-test for differences in means, and z-test for
differences in proportions are statistically significant at p<.001). When the response options are
ordered from “excellent” to “poor,” mean SRH and the proportion in “excellent” or “very good” health
are higher and the proportion in “fair” or “poor” health lower compared to when the response options
are ordered from “poor” to “excellent.” Thus, Hypothesis 1 is supported. Descriptively, respondents
are less likely to report “fair” and “good” health and more likely to report “very good” and “excellent
health” when the response options are ordered starting with the positive end of the scale. Variation in
the orientation of the response scale does not affect the distribution of SRH, mean SRH, the proportion
in “excellent” or “very good” health, or the proportion with “fair” or “poor” health; Hypothesis 3 is not
supported.
The lower portion of Table 2 shows the distribution of SRH, mean SRH, the proportion in
“excellent” or “very good” health, and the proportion in “fair” or “poor” health across the experimental
treatments. Hypothesis 5 is not supported, because the interaction between response option order and
scale orientation in predicting SRH is not statistically significant.
Response time is one indicator of task difficulty, with slower response times expected for
survey questions and questionnaires that require more cognitive processing for respondents (Yan and
Tourangeau 2008). We examined whether the response time varied with different versions of the
presentation of SRH to determine whether some of the differences in the distribution of SRH noted
above indicated more or less difficulty with answering the question. As shown in Table 3, the mean
response time for each experimental treatment group ranges from 1.97 to 2.25 minutes when
unadjusted and 1.96 to 2.14 minutes when adjusted to account for extremes at either end of the
13
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distribution (Yan and Tourangeau 2008). Using the log transformed adjusted response times, we
observe no significant differences in response times across experimental factors and treatments. Thus,
no version of SRH performs better or worse with respect to this measure of task difficulty. However,
we note that respondents in Mturk are “professional” respondents who have completed several human
intelligence tasks, and so variation in response times is likely to be compressed within this entire
sample compared to what we would expect with a broader sample of respondents.
Non-probability samples generated through methods like MTurk tend to look different from the
general population in their sociodemographic characteristics (Antoun et al. 2015). Fortunately,
systematic differences between a non-probability sample and the population are less problematic for an
experiment, given the internal validity of experiments through random assignment of respondents to
experimental treatments. In both probability and non-probability samples, however, the distribution of
respondents’ characteristics may reduce the chance of detecting heterogeneous treatment effects-experimental treatment effects that vary across respondents’ characteristics--if little variation exists in
the respondents’ characteristics. Because characteristics of respondents were not incorporated into the
design (e.g., as blocking factors), the design may not provide sufficient statistical power to ascertain
whether heterogeneous treatment effects exist, even with our relatively large sample size. However,
we do find significant heterogeneous treatment effects for two of the three characteristics associated
with respondents’ ability to perform the task.
To examine whether the effects of response option order and scale orientation varied across
respondents’ characteristics that are likely to be associated with differences in response processing of
an English language web survey (age, language spoken in childhood household, and education), we
regressed SRH (first as a continuous variable in an OLS regression, then as a dichotomous variable in a
logistic regression) on response option order, scale orientation, and the covariate of interest with all
two-way interactions and the three-way interaction. Age (measured continuously as well as
14
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dichotomized as below age 60 vs. 60 and older) did not moderate the effects of response option order
or scale orientation on SRH. Language spoken in childhood household (English and non-English) and
education (high school education or less vs. some college or more) each moderated the effect of
response option order on SRH in both the OLS regression (p<.05) and logistic regression of “fair” or
“poor” health vs. all other health categories (p<.1) models (the effects were not significant when
looking at “excellent” “very good” vs. all other health categories). Figure 2 shows the differences in
mean SRH across combinations of response option order and 1) childhood household language and 2)
education. Overall, the effect of response option order on SRH is stronger for those who grew up in a
non-English speaking household and have a high school education or less. The differences in mean
SRH and proportion in “fair” or “poor” health by response option ordering are larger for respondents
whose primary household language in childhood was not English (Figures 2a and 2b) and have a high
school education or less (Figures 2c and 2d) compared to their respective counterparts. 2
1F

The final panel uses the same data but switches the grouping, displaying the association
between SRH and education (a strong predictor of SRH in previous research) within response option
order (Figures 2e and 2f). The relationship between education and SRH depends on response option
ordering; in particular, the differences in mean SRH and proportion in “fair” or “poor” health across
education are larger when the response options are ordered from “poor” to “excellent” compared to
“excellent” to “poor.” In terms of validity, researchers might seek the measure of SRH that does a
better job capturing differences in SRH based on levels of education—in this case, the version in
which the response options are ordered from “poor” to “excellent.” Indeed, additional analyses

2

The significant difference across language spoken in childhood household remains when controlling
for whether the respondent currently resides in the US, since respondents who grew up in a nonEnglish speaking household may vary in their ability with the English language in terms of where they
live now. That the significant difference remains is likely because respondents have to be US citizen
or residents with social security numbers in order to be eligible for MTurk, compressing the variability
across these measures.
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indicate that the polychoric correlation between SRH and education is larger when the SRH response
options are ordered from “poor” to “excellent” (ρ=.27) than “excellent” to “poor” (ρ=.10). Overall,
Hypothesis 2 is generally supported, but not Hypotheses 4 and 6.
5. Discussion
This study demonstrates how response option order and scale orientation work independently
and together to affect the distribution of SRH and its association with covariates. We do not find main
effects for response scale orientation, nor for the interaction between response scale orientation and
response option ordering. We do find strong main effects for response option ordering: mean SRH
and proportion in “excellent” or “very good” health are higher (and proportion “fair” or “poor” lower)
when the response options are ordered from “excellent” to “poor” compared to “poor” to “excellent”
(Garbarski, Schaeffer, and Dykema 2015, 2016).
The difference in proportions helps to characterize the size of the effect of response option
order on SRH answers. Overall, the results show a 9 percentage point difference across response
option ordering in reporting positive health (“excellent” or “very good” vs. “good,” “fair,” or “poor”)
and a 5 percentage point difference in reporting negative health (“fair” or “poor” vs. “good,” “very
good,” or “excellent”). These percentage point differences show not just statistical significance but
substantive importance for researchers and organizations that document the quality of life of
populations using SRH in terms of who is classified as being in positive or negative health: the level
of better or worse health reported changes based only on the order of the SRH response options.
Response option ordering varying across surveys thus has implications for the overall validity of the
item—which version has the strongest relationship with predictors and sequelae—and the
comparability of measurement properties (across studies and over time) to support cross-survey
comparisons of estimates of SRH (Garbarski 2016).
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One interpretation of the results is that ordering the SRH response options from “poor” to
“excellent” reduces clustering at the positive end of the scale by increasing the likelihood that
respondents consider some of the less desirable response options—that is, those that indicate worse
health—in making their assessment (Garbarski, Schaeffer, and Dykema 2015, 2016). However, it is an
empirical question whether ordering the response options from “poor” to “excellent” improves the
validity of SRH. Decisions about validity depend on acceptance of key relationships – if health and
education are related, then the version of a scale that captures that relationship better has greater
criterion validity. In this study, it appears that ordering the response options from “poor” to “excellent”
better captures the relationship between SRH and education; doing so in other studies shows a stronger
relationship between SRH and current comorbidities (Garbarski, Schaeffer, and Dykema 2015) and a
significant relationship between SRH and health care utilization (Means et al. 1989). For SRH,
researchers might want the version that better captures the relationship between SRH and these
sociodemographic covariates—the “poor” to “excellent” order.
Stronger assessments of the validity of SRH using other measures of health as criteria are
needed before suggesting that researchers present the SRH response options from “poor” to
“excellent.” In addition, Holbrook et al. (2000) suggest that ordering options from negative to positive
violates conversational conventions in a way that increases measurement error if respondents expect
the positive end of the scale first. However, their research uses items in which the negative to positive
ordering of the dichotomous response options goes against conversational norms (“against or for”
compared to “for or against”) in a way that is not comparable to SRH. Furthermore, the lack of
differences in response time—an indicator of the amount of time respondents took to process the
questions—across experimental treatments in our study suggests that none of the treatments increase
cognitive burden relative to the others.
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One effect of satisficing is that respondents are likely to choose the first response option they
perceive as acceptable rather than consider all the response options before choosing an optimal answer
(Krosnick 1991); because respondents are able to reach an acceptable answer more easily when
“excellent” is presented first, satisficing might explain the effects of response option order seen here.
Bolstering the claim that satisficing may be part of the SRH response process in this study is that the
effect of response option order is particularly pronounced for respondents likely to have more difficulty
completing the task, one of the conditions thought to foster satisficing (Krosnick 1991): the effect of
response option order on SRH is larger for respondents with lower educational attainment and who
grew up in a non-English speaking household. (Age as a proxy for ability to perform the task did not
show the same effects, although the limited number of older adults in this study (90% are under the age
of 49) likely limits the statistical power to find an effect by age.) However, although the findings are
consistent with the theory of satisficing, this study is not a test of the theory of satisficing compared to
alternative explanations, such as use of a heuristic of anchoring and adjustment (Yan and Keusch
2015). Furthermore, we do not see the differences in response time that might be expected if
satisficing were involved.
One limitation of the current study is the sociocultural homogeneity of the Mturk workers, who
have to be US citizens or residents with social security numbers. The results of this study may not
extend to other sociocultural populations with different response styles, such as tendencies to rate
health more positively or negatively (Garbarski 2016; Jurges 2007; Jylhä 2009). Furthermore, the
impact of the order of the response options may depend on the underlying distribution of health in the
study population. In addition, the effects of response option order and scale orientation may combine
with other features of survey measurement, such as the location of SRH in a series of health questions,
to change the distribution of responses in ways that are not examined here (Garbarski, Schaeffer, and
Dykema 2015, 2016).
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6. Conclusion
Manipulations of various features of survey measurement are relevant to assess for SRH and
other measures of quality of life given the increasing prominence of web-based survey data collection
and since these factors are often outside of the control of the researcher who is analyzing data collected
by other investigators. Response option order and scale orientation are particularly important and
relevant to assess independently and jointly given the inconsistent results and incomplete examination
of these question characteristics in extant research. Overall, the results of this study suggest that the
implications for the validity and cross-survey comparability of SRH are likely considerable for
response option ordering and minimal for scale orientation.
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Table 1.
Distribution of Covariates, Mturk 2015
Proportion or Mean
Female

0.46

Married

0.41

Standard
Deviation

Employment status
Full time

0.53

Part time

0.20

Not employed

0.27

Lives outside US

0.21

Hispanic

0.11

Household members (1 to 20)
Age (18 to 78)

3.21

1.72

32.68

10.50

Some college or more

0.92

Language spoken most often in
childhood home not English

0.17

Notes
N=2,945
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Table 2.
Distribution of self-rated health (%), mean SRH, proportion “excellent” or “very good” health, and proportion “fair” or “poor” health within
experimental factors and treatments, Mturk 2015
Experimental Factors
Response Option Ordering
Distribution (%)

ExcellentPoor

Scale Orientation

PoorExcellent

Vertical

Poor

2

2

Fair

10

Good

38

Very good
Excellent

Horizontal

***

Banked

2

2

2

15

13

13

13

41

40

40

39

38

34

36

36

35

12

8

9

9

11

N

1421

1524

938

975

1032

Mean SRH

3.47

3.30

***

3.37

3.38

3.39

“Excellent” or
“very good”
“Fair” or “poor”

0.50

0.41

***

0.45

0.45

0.46

0.12

0.17

***

0.15

0.15

0.15

Experimental Treatments
Vertical

Distribution (%)

ExcellentPoor
1

Horizontal

PoorExcellent
2

ExcellentPoor
3

Banked

PoorExcellent
4

ExcellentPoor
5

PoorExcellent
6

Poor

1

2

3

2

2

2

Fair

10

17

11

14

10

16

Good

37

42

39

41

37

40

Very good

42

31

35

37

38

33

Excellent

10

8

12

7

12

9

N

447

491

464

511

510

522

Mean SRH

3.49

3.25

3.43

3.33

3.48

3.30

“Excellent” or
“very good”

0.52

0.39

0.47

0.43

0.50

0.42
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“Fair” or “poor”

0.11

0.19

0.14

0.15

0.12

0.18

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
Coded from poor=1 to excellent=5 to calculate mean SRH. N=2,945

Table 3.
Survey response time in minutes within experimental factors and treatments, Mturk 2015
Experimental Factors
Response Option Ordering
Excellent-Poor

Scale Orientation

Poor-Excellent

Vertical

Horizontal

Banked

Unadjusted

2.10

2.10

2.03

2.10

2.17

Adjusteda

2.04

2.00

1.99

2.00

2.08

Experimental Treatments
Vertical
Excellent-Poor

Horizontal
Poor-Excellent

Excellent-Poor

Banked

Poor-Excellent

Excellent-Poor

Poor-Excellent

Unadjusted

2.06

2.01

1.97

2.21

2.25

2.09

Adjusted

2.02

1.96

1.96

2.03

2.14

2.00

a

th

Response time recoded the bottom and top 1% to the first and 99 percentile values, respectively (Yan and Tourangeau 2008)
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Figure 1.
Screenshots of the six experimental treatment groups, Mturk 2015
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Figure 2.
Levels of SRH (mean and proportion fair/poor) by response option order and covariates, Mturk 2015

2a. Response Option Order by Language Spoken
in Childhood Household, Mean SRH

0.40

4.50

0.35

3.50

3.44

3.11

3.48

3.33

3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00

Non-English
Excellent-Poor

Proportion Fair/Poor

5.00
4.00

Mean SRH

2b. Response Option Order by Language Spoken
in Childhood Household, Proportion Fair/Poor
0.30
0.25
0.15
0.10

0.35

Mean SRH

3.00

3.33

2.86

2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00

Less than high school or high school
Excellent-Poor

Some college or more
Poor-Excellent

Proportion Fair/Poor

4.50
3.48

English
Poor-Excellent

2d. Response Option Order by Education,
Proportion Fair/Poor
0.40

3.50

Non-English
Excellent-Poor

5.00

3.30

0.11

Poor-Excellent

2c. Response Option Order by Education,
Mean SRH
4.00

0.17
0.13

0.05
0.00

English

0.19

0.20

0.38

0.30
0.25
0.20

0.16
0.12

0.15

0.16

0.10
0.05
0.00

Less than high school or high school
Excellent-Poor

Some college or more
Poor-Excellent
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2e. Education by Response Option Order,
Mean SRH
0.40

4.50

0.35

3.50

3.30

3.48

3.33
2.86

3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00

Excellent-Poor
Less than high school or high school

Poor-Excellent
Some college or more

Proportion Fair/Poor

5.00
4.00

Mean SRH

2f. Education by Response Option Order,
Proportion Fair/Poor
0.38

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15

0.16
0.12

0.16

0.10
0.05
0.00

Excellent-Poor
Less than high school or high school

Poor-Excellent
Some college or more

Notes:
N=2,945
Mean SRH is calculated with SRH coded from poor=1 to excellent=5.
Language spoken in childhood household (English and non-English) and education (high school education or less vs. some college or
more) each moderated the effect of response option order on SRH in both the OLS regression (p<.05) and logistic regression of fair/poor
vs. all other health (p<.1) models
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